Emphasize the aspirates a little,
Slender grows the tender mesh of silken threads and films of green,
Sunbeams glimmer through between the leaves in nestling sheen,
Gently wavering andfluttering like butterflies awing,
As in melody the raiment of the Spring...
Stirs and is still.
Languid vapours veil in torpid heat the deep of azure,
Lazy insects drone in drowsy bloom and glow of verdure,
Faintly uttering the gutturals of Summer's lush overrun,
As in sultry ease the ripe of Summer's sun *,.
Stirs and is stilL
Gleaming crystal overarches seas of gilded leaves,
Flaming vine entwines the flowing oak, and deftly weaves
Rustling radiance,in fashioning of iridescence fair,
As frith transient heat the rhythmic Autumn air...
-.   -§   i	Stirs and is still
The frozen earth in starry night lies waiting tense and proud,
Glistening moonbeams shadow askance her glittering shroud,
Frail with frost the breath of life wreathes and rises to a shrine,
As the dying breeze, adream in Wintry pine...
Stirs and is stilL
Meantime the buildings grew. They were worthy of what they cost us
all from first to last. And there were many compensations down the line.
Tough as the going mostly was, there was continual accomplishment. Both
inside and outside, this thing we wanted most, a suitable, characteristic
place to work and play in, grew in integrity, beauty and usefulness, kept
on growing up on the hillside at 'Hillside* as though it belonged there. It
did belong there. We saw now ideas familiar on paper becoming useful
and beautiful features of life and important effects that stood on the ground
and would live long,
We worked, we sang, we played with the enthusiasm of youth un-
diminished. Love's creative labour well spent.
OUR GOODTIME PLAYHOUSE
For one thing, we got our little recreation room—a happy thing—(calk
it The Playhouse for lack of a better name) with the Bechstein concert
grand below, and above in the balcony a fine cinema (55-mm. equipment).
Operation began shortly aftfcr 'Relief' had thus laid us in the gutter and oft
our back. That playroom was fun (on the instalment plan, too—three*
years to pay for the piano, seven to pay for the equipment, etc. etc. etc.),   <
sQuiginally we cut up the old Hillside Home School gymnasium and J&i
arraaigsdit into a bright nightspot in Fellowship life. Then we changedit
and cut$& open, more. Then we changed it some more by deepening i$r
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